Greece and the Fourth Reich

Has Greece forgotten its Guardian Angel?
Greece: Alpha
Europe began with Greece. Europe’s very name comes from Greek mythology. For a long
time, in its glory days, the Christian European City of New Rome, later called
Constantinople, was the Greek-speaking Capital not only of Europe, but also, across the
water, of part of Asia. Hence its symbol, the double-headed eagle, looking both Europewards
and Asiawards. Having replaced Old Rome with its deeply ingrained paganism and become a
small and dilapidated provincial town, New Rome rapidly became the greatest city in the
world, a million in population. It was far in advance of others, with silk from China and
Persia, ivory from India and Africa, fur from Russia, marble from Italy, soldiers from Sweden
and tin from Britain.
The Evil Empire?
Today’s bankrupt Greece will receive no EU money at all to cover its Euro/Reichsmark
debts. Any EU ‘loans’ that may finally be granted will be paid directly into the coffers of
Non-Greek banks, mainly in France and Germany – the core of the Neo-Carolingian EU. The
same is true of ‘loans’ from the recently-beheaded, US-based IMF. Little wonder that Greeks
call the EU the Fourth Reich (Empire), after the First Reich of the Carolingians, the Second
of Bismarck and the Third of Hitler. The economic and monetary plans of the EU so closely
copy Hitler’s economic plans. Instead of enriching the elite of the National Socialist (Nazi)

Party, today those plans enrich the elite of the International Capitalist (EU) Party. Some talk
of the folly of monetary union without political union. Or perhaps monetary union was, as we
long suspected, a knowing folly, in order to impose political union, despite the wishes of the
peoples of Europe.
On other parts of the EU periphery, Ireland and Portugal and perhaps Spain too, are being
prepared for ex-Reichsmark status. Money and employment are increasingly being drained
away from the periphery to the centre. The pagan Roman Empire is reborn. As for Belgium,
the EU centre, it has had no government for nearly a year. It is becoming an EU papal
fiefdom. Outside the EU, bankrupt Iceland has been brought to its knees and is about to
submit. Bosnia-Herzegovina (the Belgium of the Balkans) and Kosovo are EU/NATO
colonies. If ever the foreign troops left, these artificial statelets would disappear. Pro-atheist
Croatia has been promised EU membership in two years time. And the EU-inspired
governments of Montenegro and Macedonia, now being groomed for EU entry, are mounting
nationalist persecutions against their historic faith.
Today, the brothels of EU countries are staffed with slave girls from bankrupt former
Communist countries – Czechs, Poles, Slovaks, Ukrainians. The Slavs are still slaves,
Slavdom equals slavedom, as Charlemagne – and Hitler - had it. The uprooted citizens of
such countries and many others, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania and Bulgaria, are
forced to work in Western Europe doing the jobs that nobody wants. Some of their greatgrandparents also worked there as Hitler’s slave labour. Now their great grandchildren have
become the wage-slave labour of this new Roman Empire, sending home their savings to
their parentless children, looked after by their grandparents in the homelands. The ideological
slavery of materialist Communism has become the financial slavery of materialist Capitalism.
The people still suffer from the same humanist myth – a non-existent paradise on earth.
Greece: Omega
Working in Thessaloniki in Greece from 1978 to 1979, I remember the lively discussion at
the time about Greece’s forthcoming entry into ‘the European Community’, the forerunner of
the European Union (EU). I remember seeing at a kiosk a magazine cover, showing Greece,
portrayed as a dark-haired maiden, submitting and paying tribute on her knees to a new
Charlemagne, the leader of a Neo-Carolingian Europe. It was prophetic. It seems now as if at
least part of the European dream/fantasy/plot, a common European currency, is to end with
Greece, now enslaved to the all-powerful feudal bankers of the EU.

